OGSDC Champ Show 21st Feb

Judge Joe Summerhill (UK)

LONG STOCK COAT
Puppy Dog
1:

Hundmeister I’m In DIsguise
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (Imp Ger to Aus)

Very Promising
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

9 months, male with very good proportions, very good head and expression, masculine with nice
dark eye, right ear should be firmer, very good strength in bones, long upper arm but steep, very
good back, very good underline, good hind angulation, croup is short and steep, stands straight in
front, straight behind with hocks a little large, sound behind, a little narrow in front, when walking
steps strongly, the hindquarter is very good, back is loose due to being slightly overweight, front
reach is good, when gaiting maintains a good over line, looseness in the back is evident but shows a
good powerful far reaching side gait.

Intermediate Dog
1:

Brojan Ultimate Storm
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good
BROJAN KENTUCKY ROSE

2 years 1 month, dog of stretched proportions, very good medium size and strength with an
expressive head, very good length and angle of upper arm, very good bone, very good feet, very
good back and a little stretched, short and steep croup, normal hindquarters, stands straight in front,
short strong hocks, sound behind and front with a little looseness in the left elbow, when walking
steps strongly and soundly from the hindquarter and transmits good power through a firm back with
normal wither and a good forward reach, presenting a very good sequence of steps and powerful
side gait, a particularly firm dog throughout.
2:

Westfield Vendetta
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
CH OAKWAY IRRESISTABLE

2 years 6 months, male with very good masculine head and expression, would like a slightly darker
eye, of correct size and very good proportions, very good strength of bone, good feet upper arm short
and steep, very good underline and average over line, very good croup which is long and well angled,
stands very straight in front, very good strength of skull, relaxed expressive head, beautiful short
strong hocks which are straight, sound behind a little loose coming, front reach when walking,
presents pleasing over line, very good drive in hindquarters with firm back and high wither. When
gaiting maintains good over line but front reach should be freer but presents himself very well at all
speeds.

Open Dog
1:

Reichund ACDC
CH REICHUND MEET YA MAKER

Excellent
REICHUND ORR-SOME

6 years 5 months, male, very good size and strength, very good pigment, super proportions, excellent
angle of the upper arm, very good bones, super underline, very good back, croup is a little steep and
the tail a little high, beautiful hindquarters, presents a very good picture , masculine expressive head,
stands straight in front, hocks are large and not straight, well muscled, sound in front but a little close,
when walking steps strongly behind, transmits good power through a firm back to a high wither,
particularly noteworthy is his forehand assembly and ability to develop a good forward reach, when
gaiting his back arches a little bit however when long gaiting the back is good, wither is high and
demonstrates an excellent and fluent side gait.

Junior Bitch
1:

Delgarda Fancy Pants
ZAMB VOM SCHWARZAUGEN (IMP MACEDONIA)

Very Good Select
ASTASIA ROMA (IMP AUS)

1 year 2 months, large female, of good strength, very good condition, feminine expression, a little
tense in presentation, beautiful angle of the upper arm and beautiful length, very good back and loin,
front legs could be a little longer, super hindquarters not over-angulated in any way, excellent croup,
very good straight hocks, stands straight, feet could be a little bit tighter, stands not true behind, a

little loose behind, when walking presents an exemplary over line, beautiful long reach of neck, high
wither, firm back, a little loose in the hindquarter when walking but steps freely, when gaiting perhaps
should show a little more co-ordination which is only seen in glimpses however does maintain a very
beautiful over line and very long stepping long striding side gait.
2:

Reichund Ohso Devius
CH ACARYA QUITE A FAKIR

Very Good
GLENNKA YANA

1 year 8 months, sable female of very good pigment, above medium size but strong female, beautiful
feminine expression, very good angle and length of the upper arm, front leg could be a little longer,
very strong bone, very good underline, croup is of very good length but could be partially longer,
stands very straight in front, hocks are short and strong, a little heavy in condition, sound behind and
in front, presents a pleasing over line when walking with an elegant presentation, very good power in
the hindquarter, transmitted through a back that should be firm, very good wither , excellent
sequence of steps and rhythm and when gaiting excellent fore reach and excellent hind thrust,
maintaining her over line at all speeds.
3:

Heathcote Katie Perry
USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR

1 year 4months, large female, sable, top size, super overall proportions, showing proper development
for her age, upper arm of good length but a little steep, very good length of foreleg, very good bone,
feminine relaxed expression where the ears need to be a little better set, beautiful over line and very
good loin, super hindquarter, croup well moulded but short and steep, ears when looking from the
front should be stronger, stands straight in front with good feet, large hocks, which could be
straighter, sound behind, elbows are out when coming, when walking hind step should be longer, the
back is firm however the wither is flat and reach should be freer, when gaiting general lack of coordination in sequence of steps but moves strong and purposely, would like to see more relaxed and
show a little more length of stride.
4:

Westfield Your Irresistable
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
CH WESTFIELD SITA

1 year 3 months, feminine type, of stretched proportions, medium size, feminine expression, medium
strength of bones, very good angle and length of upper arm, back is long, croup is a little short and
steep, super hindquarters, very short straight hocks, stands straight in front, would like to see the
ears a little better set on the head, sound behind and in front, particularly dry and firm, a female with
good proportions, firm back, high wither and good forward reach, when gaiting she shows an
excellent side gait, the back again is firm and dry producing an effortless fluent side gait.

STOCK COAT
Baby Puppy Dog
1:

Pirol von Gavarol
MAC VON DER NORISWAND (IMP GER)

Very Promising
ZELDA VON GAVAROL

Nearly six month old male, masculine head, bone is adequate, has good feet and good back, croup is
short and steep, very good hindquarter, relaxed expression, stands straight front, would like the eye a
little darker, large hocks and slightly not straight, sound behind and in front, when walking presents a
pleasing over line, steps strongly in the hindquarter however kicks a little high when steps in the rear,
firm and dry over line with a very good free front reach.
2:

Heathcote Lightning Jack

Very Promising
ENG & NZ CH PHILIPP AUS DER NEUENHAUFFSTRASSE (Imp Ger) HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR

3 month sable, of very good proportions, very good anatomically, strong expressive head, the ears
are a little bit close but due to a development issue not a fault, pasterns could be stronger, very good
back and very good hindquarter, croup is a little flat, very good expression, nice dark eye, strong
bones, stands straight in front, hocks are large, sound behind and in front, super co-ordinated side
gait with good hind thrust and free front reach, a little short in the body due to age however for his age
is showing remarkably good coordination and movement.

Puppy Dog
1:

Oakway Nailed It
BROJAN SHOCK WAVE

Very Promising
OAKWAY XPERT-TEASE

11 month male, large dog of medium strength, coat is a little close, shows good pigmentation, very
good overall proportions, head is masculine, ears are particularly well set on the head, good feet,
strong bones, fore chest could be developed a little better, upper arm is short and steep, very good
back and very good underline, very good length of loin, very good hindquarter with good breadth of
thigh, croup is of good length and well moulded, large hocks but are straight, sound behind and in
front, when walking he steps strongly in the hindquarter and transmits good power through a firm
back and high wither, steps cleanly in front, when gaiting shows a good length of stride maintaining a
very pleasing over line.
2:

Hundmeister Iron Man
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Promising
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

9 months, above medium size, medium strong male generally lacking in condition, very good length
of foreleg but would like the bones a little stronger, medium strong head and good expression, has a
very good back, super underline, the croup is a little short and steep, the second thigh in the
hindquarter should be longer, stands straight front and his feet are good, has good straight short
hocks, sound behind and in front, when walking steps strongly in the hindquarter, firm back, high
wither and steps cleanly in front when walking, when gaiting would like more power generally overall,
however shows a pleasing side gait and over line.
3:

Stykadhen Real Deal
CH REIDHAUS KLIFF

Promising
STYKAHEN GLORIOUS N GOLD

6 months, male, just medium size and strength, stretched proportions, overall condition not good, out
of coat, good bones, good front assembly, would like the eyes a little darker, dog has a very alert
keen expression, ears are slightly large, large hocks but they are straight, loose behind, straight in
front, shows a general looseness when walking however a very good coordinated side gait with a
good wither and a good back and at times shows a good far reaching side gait.

Junior Dog
1:

Boldova of Taimana
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good Select
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS (IMP AUS)

22 months, large male, very good strength, very good pigment, masculine expressive head with very
dark eye and dark muzzle, strong bone, very good length of the foreleg, upper arm slightly short and
steep, very good back and over line, well moulded croup, is a little exaggerated in the hindquarter,
very good breadth of thigh, stands straight in front, hocks are short and strong, a little wide going, a
little erratic in movement, when walking a little looseness in the hocks and the back is not firm
however shows good overall deportment with a high wither and very good free reach, when gaiting a
little erratic however in glimpses shows a very good side gait with effective reach, hocks to be
stronger.
2:

Westfield Xiwa
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good Select
OAKWAY IRRESISTABLE

15 months, above medium size strong male with beautiful head and expression, beautiful overall
proportions, very good strong bones, very strong feet, upper arm a little short but well angled, would
like the neck to be a little longer, beautiful back line, beautiful underline, a little length to the loin has a
good croup which is of good length, very good hindquarters, hocks are large but straight, stands
straight in front, sound but a little wide, straight in front, when walking he is very sound, firm and dry
giving a very good overall picture, shows very far out reaching side gait however the high tail detracts
a little bit however he does present a very good co-ordinated side gait.
3:

Cantara Quikstitch
CH USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
BRADWINS VENUS MOONSHINE

14 months, large male with very good head and expression, weak in the right ear, very good overall
proportions, very good strength of bones, upper arm is short and steep, pasterns should be better,
very good wither, very good back, very good underline, very good loin, super hindquarter, croup is a
little short and steep, large hocks but are straight, sound behind and coming, dog of full working

character and this shows when he walks, spirited, high wither, firm back, tended to raise his tail at
times which spoiled the overall picture, high spirited when gaiting and stepping strong in the
hindquarter, maintained good overall firmness where the front reach could be better.
4:

Unfehlbar Yago
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER

Very Good
AMBERG YESSICA

15 months old male, medium size, medium strength, masculine head and expression, would like a
little bit stronger in the foreface, medium strong bones, very good feet, very good length and angle of
the upper arm, very good wither, very good back, very good underline, the croup is short and steep,
the angulation is good in the hindquarter, stands straight in front, hocks are short and strong, loose in
the right hock, generally loose elbows, a good walking dog, steps well in the hindquarter, firm back,
high wither, normal front reach, when gaiting would like more power however the rhythm of steps are
good, maintains a good outline.
5:

Siegerheims Quincy Jones (Imp Aust)
HATTO VON HUHNEGRAB (IMP GER)

Very Good
ZANDRAC MYSTERIOUS WAYS

14 months, medium size male, medium strength, excellent overall proportions, very good length and
angle of the upper arm, would like a little more length in the foreleg, very good underline and very
good over line, very good croup which is well moulded and of good length, second thigh could be a
little longer in the hindquarter, hocks are large but are straight, stands straight in front with good
chest development, steps correct behind and in front, a dry and firm male, presents a nice picture
when walking, steps firm both in front and behind, when gaiting shows a good side gait through a firm
back with a high wither and a good front reach.
6:

Westfield Yahoo
FAKIR VOM HENRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
CH WESTFIELD SITA

15 months, above medium size, expressive male of good pigment, stretched proportions, bone is
medium strength, very good length and angle of the upper arm, very good wither, back is long and
straight, underline is long and straight, little excess length in the loin, good hindquarter, croup is a little
short and steep, attentive relaxed expression, stands straight in front, straight hocks from behind,
sound behind a little close, sound in front a little close, walks powerfully and strongly stepping strong
in the hindquarter however steps in hindquarter should be longer, has a normal wither and the back
shows a little weakness, when walks show great enthusiasm with plenty of power and drive, good
free front reach with very good side gait.
7:

Sonnenschein Eye of Vegas
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

20 months, above medium size, medium strong male, stretched proportions, very masculine head
with good mask good strong feet good strong bones, upper arm little short and steep, very good over
and underline, very good hindquarter where the croup is a little short and steep, nice short hocks and
they are straight, beautiful dark eye and stands straight in front, sound behind and straight in front,
very firm and dry dog, when walking steps adequately in the hindquarter, the wither should be a little
higher and the front reach should be freer, good coordinated side gait maintaining a pleasing over line
and have a freer front reach.

Intermediate Dog
1:

Aktahund Take Manhatton
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

2 years 6 months, above medium size, strong male, good pigment, a little out of condition today,
overall stretched proportions, very good feet, very good bones, very good length and angle of the
upper arm, very good depth of chest and very good back, underline looks a little soft, very good
hindquarter, very well moulded croup which is a little short, relaxed expressive and dark eye, dark
mask, ears a little large, stands straight in front, short strong hocks and they are straight, toes in going
away, loose in elbows going away, super dog walking, very firm and dry, beautiful over line, steps
well in the hindquarter with free reach, when gaiting shows highly co-ordinated movement with
excellent over line and firmness.
2:

Rahkantra Indian-Brave
RAHKANTRA HIGH AN MIGHTY

Excellent
RAHKANTRA GINA LOLOBRIGIDA

2 years 11 months, large male with very good pigment, super head and expression, dark eye, dark

mask, very good length of foreleg, very good feet, very good length of upper arm which is slightly
steep, very good depth of chest, very good underline, beautiful over line, very well moulded croup,
very good hindquarter, stands straight in front with good bone, hocks are large but straight, sound
behind, a little wide, sound in front, when walking he maintains a very good overall body shape,
strong and firm behind, good over line with very good wither, good front reach, when gaiting shows a
highly co-ordinated effective side gait with good power in the hindquarter and free front reach.
3:

Elko vom Volkerson
YASSKO OF GREAT SUNRISE KENNELS (IMP TAIWAN)

Very Good
ZOE VOM VOLKERSON

2 years 9 months, medium strength male, head and foreface should be stronger, medium strength
bones, good length of foreleg with good wither and good back, very good hindquarter, croup is a
little steep, large hocks but they are straight, right hock loose, left elbow loose, when walking the
back raises and the wither flattens, shows good power in the hindquarter, generally lacking condition
in the back which gives him an unclean over line, normal front reach, when gaiting he maintains a
better over line, spirited with good power both front and behind.

New Zealand Bred Dog
1:

Ch Acarya Quite a Fakir
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP AUS)

3 years 8 months, large male, very large male, very good pigment, stretched proportions, very good
bones and very good feet , super length and angle of upper arm, needs a little more development in
chest, a little wavy coat detracts a bit, very good hindquarter, croup is of good length but a little steep,
stands straight in front, very good expression, hocks are large and are not straight, close away,
straight in front, when walking steps strong behind, the back is not clean and he lift his feet up in front
when walking, when gaiting he lowers his centre of gravity well and drives excellently in the
hindquarter and shows a better front reach.
2:

Reidhaus Kliff
YAHOO VON FIDELIUS (IMP GER)

Very Good
REIDHAUS DAJA VU

4 years 4 months, above medium size and medium strength, stretched proportions, pigment could be
a bit better however has a dark eye and dark mask, bones are medium strong, feet should be a little
stronger, very good back and underline, super hindquarter, hocks are large and straight, stands a little
wide in front, sound behind, straight in front, when walking shows plenty of power and attitude, the
back is straight and the wither is a little flat, good reach, when gaiting shows a super side gait with
great hind thrust and free front reach maintaining a very pleasant over line throughout.
3:

Hundmeister Im Pepe's Son
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Promising
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

9 months, large male, relaxed expression, very good length of foreleg and strong bones, upper arm is
long and of good angle, good back, very good underline, very good hindquarter but more muscle
needed in the thigh, croup is a little short and steep, stands straight in front with nice dark eye, short
strong hocks, sound behind, straight in front, when walking should be more powerful in the
hindquarter and the step is short, high wither, firm back, reaches well in front when gaiting, shows
general lack of co-ordination and tends to shorten up a little bit in movement.

Open Dog
1:

Ch Zetland Mad Max
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER

Excellent
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE

4 years 9 months, large male, very good masculinity, super head and expression, very good length
of foreleg, very good front angulation, super proportions, very pleasing one piece over line, croup is
short, very good hind angulation, tail set a little high, stands straight in front, large hocks which are not
straight, short croup, wide behind, left elbow is loose, when walking he steps powerfully behind, would
prefer hocks to be a little cleaner, transmits very good energy from a firm back and high wither, clean
front reach when gaiting, very good coordinated side gait with very good hind thrust and very
effective front reach maintaining a very good over line at all speeds.

2:

Toatahi Devils Gait
ENG & NZ CH PHILIPP AUS DER NEUENHAUFFSTRASE (IMP GER)

Excellent
ABYGAL VON ADELFRIED

4 years 2 months, a very large male with very good head and expression, masculine head with dark
eyes, very strong muzzle and under jaw, a little lippy-ness, very good ears where the right ear is a
little tulip shaped, straight in front, hocks are large and are not straight, unsound behind and in front,
when walking he presents a very good overall picture, high wither, firm back, slight weakness in
hocks when thrusting, when gaiting shows a nice side gait with a high wither and firm back, free
front reach but again some looseness in the hocks.
3:

Acarya Quortda Fakir
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP AUS)

3 years 7 months, dog of above medium size, strong, very good proportions, masculine expression
with dark mask and eyes , very good length of foreleg, very good length and angle of upper arm,
very good shoulder, super depth of chest, very good underline, very good loin, super hindquarter with
good width to the thigh, croup is well moulded, stands correct in front, hocks are large but straight,
a little loose going and coming, when walking presents a very pleasing over line, high wither , firm
back, drives well in the hindquarter, a little loose and steps a little high in front however presents a
very pleasing picture when gaiting, very good hind thrust, firm back, high wither, reach should be a
little longer.

Baby Puppy Bitch
1:

Heathcote Lightning Star

Very Promising
ENG & NZ CH PHILIPP AUS DER NEUENHAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER) HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR

3 months, well pigmented female, very strong head very feminine expression, very good bones, super
overall proportions, upper arm is a little slightly steep, very good hindquarter, well moulded croup,
sound behind, sound coming, for a young puppy she has a super co-ordinated movement with great
hind drive and free front reach, absolutely sound coming and going and in fact could show a lot of the
older dogs today how to do it.

Puppy Bitch
1:

Oakway Nortee But Nice
BROJAN SHOCK WAVE

Very Promising
OAKWAT XPERT-TEASE

11 months, large female, of very good overall proportions, alert expressive feminine head, beautiful
ear set, great length of foreleg, good length of upper arm but a little steep, very good back, very good
loin, shows correct chest development for age, super hindquarter not overdone, croup well moulded
and of good length, stands correct in front, hocks are short and straight, sound behind and coming,
alert lively spirited walking, very firm and dry, hind thrust transmitted through a firm back with high
wither, very good forward reach, when gaiting she maintains an exemplary over line and elegant
reach of neck, alert and expressive all the way.
2:

Reichund Reality Bites
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Promising
ALONDRA OF TAIMANA

7 months, medium size female of very good pigmentation, very good overall proportions, slightly
darker cheeks, very good length of leg, pasterns should be better angled, strong feet, very good
length and angle of upper arm, good back, croup a little short and steep, hair detracts a little, very
good hindquarter, stands straight in front, ears a little large but more development to do, large hocks
that are not straight, sound behind and in front, sound, firm and dry, when working lacks in coordination and similarly when gaiting needs to show more co-ordination.
3:

Westfield Zara
CH WESTFIELD VENDETTA

Very Promising
CH WESTFIELD KATIE

7 months just medium size, female of medium strength, with very feminine head and expression, eye
should be darker, very good wither, very good back, underline should be more developed, very good
hindquarter, croup a little short and steep, lovely short hocks which are straight, stands straight in
front, sound behind and in front, shows a super over line, when walking transmits great power
through a very firm back to a high wither with good forward reach, when gaiting she shows a very
fluent side gait maintaining a very good over line, beautiful reach of neck and good expression.

4:

Arkwyn Cover Girl
NINO VON TRONJE (USA)

Very Promising
DER INGOLSTA HELOVA-LADY

7 months, large female, sable, very good pigment, super overall proportions, relaxed and calm
expression, dark face and eye, super length of foreleg, super feet and pasterns, good over line and
underline, very good hindquarter, croup is short and steep, stands straight in front, straight behind,
sound coming and going, super walking female, firm and dry, high wither, firm back, presents a very
pleasing picture walking, with gaiting steps powerfully through a firm back with a free front reach and
very good side gait.
5:

Von Hefner Me Myself N' I
MAC VON DER NORISWAND (IMP GER)

Very Promising
QUANTANA VON GAVAROL

9 months, large female, very good overall proportions, very good length of bone, good forehand
angulations, dark eye and dark mask, feminine expression, very good forechest development, good
underline, good over line, croup is a little short and steep, short hocks, stands straight in front, sound
going, loose coming, powerful movement in hindquarter, firm back, high wither with slightly short
forward reach, when gaiting a little erratic however shows sufficient reach of stride, very good over
line and maintained the lines.
6:

Hundmeister Its All About Me
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Promising
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

9 months, above medium size, well pigmented female with a feminine yet strong expression, a little
tense, very good length of bone, very good feet, upper arm a little short and steep, very good back
and underline, very good hindquarter, croup is a little short and steep, stands straight in front, nice
dark eye and expression, hocks are a little large and not straight, sound behind and in front, good
power from the hindquarter through a firm back where the wither needs to be higher, steps clean in
front, side gait is well co-ordinated, powerful and long.
7:

Klausenburg Hallinova
AKTAHUND TAKE MANHATTON

Very Promising
KLAUSENBURG ESPRESSO

7 months, large female, sable, very good pigment, super overall proportions, relaxed and calm
expression, dark face and eye, super length of foreleg, super feet and pasterns, good over line and
underline, very good hindquarter, croup is short and steep, stands straight in front, straight behind,
sound coming and going, super walking female, firm and dry, high wither, firm back, presents a very
pleasing picture walking, with gaiting steps powerfully through a firm back with a free front reach and
very good side gait.
8:

Hundmeister Ice on Fire
PEPE VON DER ZEINTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Promising
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

9 months, female, above medium size, good overall proportions, feminine expression, a little tense,
good bone, good feet, good overline and underline, upper arm a little short and steep, good back,
croup is short and steep, very good hindquarter, stands straight in front, straight behind, short strong
hocks, sound coming and going, walks well presenting a pleasing picture showing sufficient reach of
stride from a firm back, good side gait.
9:

Klausenburg Hurricane Bay
AKTAHUND TAKE MANHATTON

Very Promising
KLAUSENBURG ESPRESSO

6 months 1 week, female, very good pigment, stretched proportions, just medium size and strength,
beautiful head and expression, commendable dark face, well set ears, good bones, pasterns a little
flat, upper arm of good angle and length, long back, underline long, beautiful feet, croup of good
angle and good lay, very good hindquarters, short straight hocks behind, sound behind and in front,
the walk should be more dynamic and shows general looseness, when gaiting show more
enthusiasm and steps strongly behind from a firm back, the wither should be higher and front reach
should be freer.
10:

Hundmeister Iron Lady
PEPE VON DER ZENTEICHE (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Promising
CH HUNDMEISTER ALL ABOUT ME

9 months, good size female, feminine expression but a little tense, very good length of foreleg,
good bone, good back, beautiful feet, very good hindquarter, croup is short and steep, underline
could be a little more tucked, stands straight in front with nice eye, short strong hocks, sound away
and back, when walking she steps well, the back is firm and the wither could be higher, front reach
could be freer, when gaiting she has very good coordinated side gait while holding her outline at all
speeds.

Junior Bitch
1:

Oakway Mix It Up
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)

Very Good Select
OAKWAY MAK'IN IT BIG

1 year 1 month, above medium size, strong sable female, very good head and expression, very good
length of foreleg with good feet and pasterns, excellent forechest development, very good back
excellent over line with well moulded correct positioned croup, slight overangulation in the
hindquarter, short strong hocks, stands correct in front, sound behind and straight in front, when
walking presents a very good over line, harmonious, excellent wither, strong steps in the hindquarter
to good front reach, when gaiting show harmonious over line, wither is high, firm and dry with
powerful hind thrust and free flowing reach.
2:

Toatahi Ride The Lightning
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER)

Very Good Select
CH TOATAHI OUTRAGEOUS FORTUNE

1 year 4 months, large female, strong beautiful head and expression, very good pigment, presents a
super picture in stance, beautiful dark eyes, strong bones, very good length and angle of the upper
arm, very good over line, super underline, pronounced hindquarter, elegant neck, large hocks are not
straight, stands straight in front, feet should be tighter, sound behind and in front, a bitch with very
good powerful walk, steps powerfully in the hindquarter, transmits super power from back to wither
stepping freely in front, when gaiting she has powerful long strides maintaining her over line at all
speeds.
3:

Vonlovatt Boddaycious
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good Select
CH OLDFIELDS KARLY

1 year 5 months, above medium size female, medium strength, very good feminine head and
expression, paling black and gold, medium strength bones with tight feet, very good length and angle
of upper arm, very good wither, very good back, excellent croup and hindquarter, very good underline,
presents a particularly good picture standing, short strong hocks, stands correct in front, sound
behind, straight in front, very good walking female but could have a little more power from the
hindquarters, good front reach , excellent side gait with plenty of energy and enthusiasm on the move
holding her shape at all times.
4:

Aktahund All Taken
CH OAKWAY QUIZ MASTER

Very Good
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

1 year 4 months, above medium size, strong female with very good pigment, feminine expression
although a little tense, medium strong bone, pasterns could be better angled, good length of upper
arm and well angled, good back under chest could be a little more developed, shows good
hindquarter, croup a little short and steep, good hocks and straight, stands straight in front, sound
behind and in front, walks very well with very good hind thrust through a firm back to high wither and
stepping cleanly in front, when gaiting shows enthusiasm and power maintaining a beautiful over line
with good hind thrust and free flowing reach.
5:

Oakway Kudos
BROJAN LUCIFER

Very Good
OAKWAY BASIC INSTINCT

1 year 8 months, above medium size female with very good strength, feminine head and expression,
shows very good bone and good feet , upper arm could be a little bit better angled but of good length,
very good wither and straight back, very good croup, good forechest development, good underline,
very good hindquarter with a particularly good breadth of thigh, stands on straight hocks but a little
large, stands straight in front, little loose behind but sound coming, she walks very well with a firm
back, high wither with good power and good front reach, shows a spurted side gait with good over line
and free front reach.
6:

LaRycia Its Meant To Be
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
CH LARYCIA ELUSIVE DREAM

1 year, medium size female, beautiful proportions, feminine alert expression, very good length of
foreleg with strong bones, tight feet, well angled pasterns, short steep upper arm, very good back and
croup although a little flat, normal chest development, very good hindquarter, short straight strong
hocks, stands straight in front, sound behind, a little loose in the left elbow coming, when walking
presents a good over line and steps a little short in the hindquarter but powerful with firm back and
high wither and good reach, the side gait could be a little bit longer but has good hind thrust, front
reach should be a little freer.

7:

Khayem Maskenspiel (Imp Aus)
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GER)

Very Good
LILLI VOM TROMPETERSPRUNG (IMP GER)

1 year 8 months, a tall female, very good strength, strong expression, very good dark mask and eyes,
very well set ears, good bones, foreleg should be a little longer, pasterns should be more upright, feet
a little tighter, very good wither, very good back, very good underline, super hindquarter, croup is a
little short and steep, large hocks but are straight , stands straight in front, a little close away and a
little narrow coming, presents a very good picture when walking, she is sound and dry, when gaiting
she presents a very good over line with a very good side gait.
8:

Booty Call of Taimana
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS (IMP AUS)

1 year 10 months, large female presented in very good condition, very strong relaxed expression,
beautiful dark eye and mask, very well placed ears, super bones, very tight feet, very good length and
angle of upper arm, very good over line, very good back, super underline, excellent croup, very
good hindquarter, stands straight in front and behind on short strong hocks, sound behind and straight
in front, she steps strongly in the hindquarter, back rolls a little bit but it is straight through to a high
wither, steps well in front, when gaiting has good hind thrust with good over line and good coordination with free front reach.
9:

Sonnenschein Envy Me
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

20 months, large female, paling black and gold, pigment could be better, strong expressive head,
very good set of ears, good bones and good feet, good reach of neck, good length of upper arm
which is short, beautiful back and underline, beautiful croup, very good hindquarter, short and
strong hocks, stands straight in front, sound coming and going, presents a very pleasing picture when
walking, good power through her back with a little rolling on the wither, good front reach with an
enthusiastic side gait with plenty of power, good thrust and good forward reach while maintaining a
good over line.
10:

Westfield Xiva
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
CH OAKWAY IRRESISTABLE

1 year 6 months, above medium size female, super proportions, very well presented, excellent head
and expression with dark eyes and mask, good length of upper arm but steep, very good bones and
feet and pasterns, back croup is a little short and steep, very good hindquarter, hocks are straight and
strong, straight in front, close going, straight coming, she walks well with plenty of power, over line
could be a little bit cleaner, good front reach, she has a powerful enthusiastic side gait with good
thrust, power in the hindquarter and free front reach, the high tail carrying of her tail detracts.
11:

Sundaneka Viva la Vida (Imp Aus)
USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
SUNDANEKA BONNIE BELL

1 year 6 months, large stretched female, very strong head and expressive, beautiful dark eye, very
good strength of bones, super front assembly, very good length of upper arm, very good back but loin
is a little long, very good under chest, very good length and angle of the croup, very good hindquarter,
feet could be tighter, stands straight in front, large hocks but they are straight, sound behind and
coming, generally she should move with more power and more dynamically however has good steps
in the hindquarter and in front, back is a little soft but shows good side gait, the wither should be
retained a little better.
12:

LaRycia Its Complicated
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
CH LARYCIA ELUSIVE DREAM

1 year, medium size female with feminine head and expression, ears are a little large, good strong
bones with good feet and pasterns, upper arm short and steep, very good back, very good length and
angle of croup, little short in chest development, good underline, super short strong hocks and they
are straight, stand straight in front, a little loose in the right hock, straight in front, walks very well,
strong in hindquarter, presents a good over line with high wither, good head and expression, when
gaiting she paced however she did show a good over line and firmness and dryness when gaiting.
13:

Klausenburg G-Know-Me
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
KLAUSENBURG DAWN-RAIDER

1 year 6 months, medium strength female, very good head and expression, very good overall
proportions, good strong bone and good feet, well developed forechest, very good over line, super

croup, very good hindquarter with short strong hocks, stands straight in front, sound behind and in
front, should be more dynamic when walking and trotting but is absolutely firm and dry throughout,
would be better for her to move with more enthusiasm and to show off her very good anatomical
virtues to her best.
14:

Sonnenschein Empress Pam
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

1 year 9 months, large female with a masculine but strong head, very beautiful pigment in the face,
strong bones, good feet and pasterns, upper arm is short and steep, very good back, good
underline, loin is a little raised, very good length and angle of the croup, very good hindquarters with
short strong hocks behind, stands straight in front, sound coming and going, when walking should be
more powerful, the back is straight , normal wither when gaiting should have more power and step
longer in the hindquarter and more free reach.
15:

Heathcote Katie Girl
CH USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR

1 year 4 months, large female with stretched proportions, very good feminine head and expression,
normal bones, feet could be a bit tighter, long but steep upper arm, very good back and wither and
croup with very good hindquarter, stands straight in front with good well set ears, short strong hocks
which are straight, a little close going, straight coming, when walking she should show more power
but has a firm back with a high wither and good fore reach, she should show more enthusiasm,
when gaiting maintains a good over line however would like to see the steps both behind and in front
longer.
16:

Stykadhen Just Indii
CH REIDHAUS KLIFF

Very Good
STYKADHEN GLORIOUS N GOLD

1 year, medium size female, paling black and gold, presented in very good condition, foreleg should
be a little longer, upper arm should be longer but of good angle, good back, croup is a little short and
steep, very good hindquarter, stands straight in front, nice short straight hocks, sound behind and in
front, presents a good picture when moving however the steps in the hindquarter should be longer
and the reach should be freer, when gaiting lacked a little coordination but did move with a long front
reach and good over line when settled.

Intermediate Bitch
1:

Aktahund Take A Moment
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

2 years 6 months sable female, medium size, very good proportions, feminine expression, beautiful
dark mask and eyes, bones should be a little stronger, shows a beautiful forehand, very good length
and angle of the upper arm, super over line, very good underline however she could do to lose
pounds, broad thighs, very good hindquarter, stands straight in front, short strong hocks, very close
going, elbows loose coming, presents a very good picture walking, steps strongly behind with very
firm back, high wither, when gaiting however she shows maximum thrust and forward reach
maintaining a very good over line at all times.
2:

Oakway Just-a-Tease
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)

Excellent
OAKWAY XPERT-TEASE

2 years 5 months, large female, stretched proportions, feminine head and expression, beautiful dark
mask and dark eyes, very good length of foreleg would like the bones to be slightly longer, very good
length and angle of the upper arm, very good forechest, super over line, very good underline, very
good hindquarter with a good depth of thigh, the hocks are large and not straight, crosses at the back,
loose coming, powerful moving female with lots of energy, still a little weakness in the hocks when
moving, presents a very good side gait with lots of enthusiasm and exuberance.
3:

Sonnenschein Dequila
EROS VOM FRANKENGOLD (IMP GER)

Excellent
SONNENSCHEIN COS I AM

2 years 11 months, large female of stretched proportions with lovely strong feminine head, lovely dark
eyes, good strong bones and good feet, well angled pasterns, a little short and steep in the upper
arm, very good back, croup short and steep, super hindquarter, hocks are short and strong, stands
straight in front, a little loose away, straight in front, walks very well, beautiful over line, steeps
strongly in the hindquarter, firm back, high wither, maximum concentration, in gaiting she drives

strongly however would like to see more forward reach but maintains a good over line at all times.

New Zealand Bred Bitch
1:

Acarya Quick Fakir
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS

3 years 7 months, a very large female, very powerful head, expressive, very strong bones, pasterns
could be better angled, very good angulation in the forehand, very good over line, very good
underline, excellent length and lay of croup, very good hindquarter, large hocks which are not straight,
stands straight in front, sound away and back, presents a super picture when walking, beautiful
length of neck, high wither and over line, strong power from the hindquarter to a firm back, in gaiting
she extends very well with powerful hind thrust and forward reach maintaining her overall
construction at all times.
2:

Oakway Fabulousity
RAMIRO VOM KIRSCHENTAL (IMP GER)

Excellent
OAKWAY MAK'IN IT BIG

2 years 1 month, large female of stretched proportions, very feminine head and expression, very
strong bones, very good feet and pasterns, very good length and angle of upper arm, very good back
and loin with an excellent croup, very good hindquarter, for her age would like to see a little bit more
chest development, short strong hocks, stands straight in front, sound coming and going, when
walking she presents a very good picture with good power from the hind and good front reach, when
gaiting moves with energy and purpose however would like to see the wither a little higher .
3:

Aktahund Take That
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

2 years 6 months, above medium size, above medium strength, beautiful, alert, expressive, would like
to see a little stronger in bone, short steep upper arm with very good back, very good loin and well
moulded croup, not in the best of coat condition, large hocks but are straight, stands straight in front,
sound behind and a little narrow coming, good walking female, powerful drive with a good overline,
the gaiting shows a strong purposeful super side gait and powerful hind trust and free flowing reach.
4:

Aktahund True Story
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

2 years 6 months, above medium size, above medium strength, sable female, stretched proportions,
nice relaxed feminine expression, dark face and dark eyes, good bones , shows very good length of
upper arm but is slightly steep, good back, croup is a little short and steep, very good hindquarter with
neat short strong hocks, stands straight in front, sound away and coming, when walking could step
stronger in hindquarter, the back is firm and has normal wither, good front reach, when gaiting shows
plenty of power in the hindquarter with firm back but wither should be a little higher, has good front
reach.
5:

Aktahund True That
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

2 years 7 months, large female sable, feminine head and expression, beautiful dark mask and eye,
very good bones, very good length and angle of the upper arm, nice back, good chest development,
croup is a little short and steep, hindquarter could have more turn of stifle, large hocks but they are
straight, stands straight in front, sound behind and in front, when walking she should be more
powerful but does maintain a nice over line with good wither however when gaiting she shows long
striding far reaching effortless gait.
6:

Quantana von Gavarol

Excellent
ENG & NZ CH PHILIPP AUS DER NEUENHAUFFSTRASSA (IMP GER) OAKWAY YUREK'A

5 years, above medium size female, stretched proportions, good pigment, a little soft in condition,
relaxed, calm, expressive, very good bone and teeth, good back, underline a little bit heavy, good
croup, very good hindquarter, large straight hocks, stands straight in front, sound behind, sound in
front, she walks with a high wither and firm back , a little bit of rolling in the underline however
presents a very good picture walking, when gaiting the wither drops and unfortunately does not
present as good a picture but the gait was wide and expansive.

Open Bitch
1:

Ch Toatahi Outrageous Fortune

Excellent
ENG & NZ CH PHILIPP AUS DER NEUENHAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER) ABYGAL VON ADELFRIED

5 years 8 months, above medium size, strong female with feminine head and expression with nice
dark eyes and a dark mask, long upper arm but a little steep, good bones, pasterns could be a little
stronger and feet a little tighter, very good over line and underline, well moulded croup with very good
hindquarter, stands straight in front, has large hocks and they are a little loose, sound behind and in
front, when walking she produces a super side profile, high wither, firm back, very sound with a free
front reach, when gaiting she moves very quickly but she has a very good length of stride, powerful
hind thrust and a good front reach maintaining her general excellent anatomy at all times.
2:

NZ Ch Oakway Bossy Boots
OAKWAY QUANTUM LEAP

Excellent
VELIKO QUARTER MOON

4 years 8 months, bitch presented in very good condition, above medium size, strong female,
beautiful head and expression, dark mask and eye, super forehand, very good length of foreleg and
strong bones, good back ,underline a little heavy, very good hindquarter, croup is short and steep,
short strong hocks, stands straight in front, sound away and back, when walking maintains a good
over line, firm and dry with good power from the hindquarter with good wither, in fast gait when
settled she shows a wide expansive movement with tremendous hind thrust and exemplarily forward
reach maintaining her excellent anatomy at all stages.
3:

Aktahund Keep Takin All
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

4 years 1 month, bitch in not particularly good condition, medium size, medium strength, very
expressive beautiful head, dark eye and mask, very well positioned ears, should have a little
stronger bones, good length of upper arm but short, good back, underline a little soft, good croup
and hindquarter, short strong hocks, feet could be tighter, stands straight in front, sound coming and
going, she walks very well with a high wither and firm back with a very good hind thrust and very good
effective fore reach, she presents a very good picture at all times, when gaiting she moves strongly
with an excellent fore reach and thrusting very well in the hindquarter, the back is firm and wither is
normal, has excellent forward reach moving with much enthusiasm and working ability.
4:

Ch Acarya Quick Fire
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS

3 years 7 months, above medium size female, strong very feminine alert and expressive, stands with
a very nice over line, upper arm is long and a little bit steep, good strength of bone, feet are good,
pasterns are good angulation, good underline, very good hindquarter, large hocks which are straight,
stands straight in front, sound coming and going, she walks calmly and effortlessly maintaining her
overall general anatomy with a good front reach, when gaiting she shows an expansive far reaching
effortless side gait while maintaining her overall excellent anatomy
5:

Oldfields Kelly
STATTLICH GOLD RUSH

Excellent
SEIGEN NEXT EDITION (IMP AUST)

7 years 8 months, large female, strong and expressive, very good proportions good bones and good
feet, well developed forechest with very good length and angle of the upper arm, good over line,
underline could be a little bit firmer, nice length and lay of croup, very good hindquarter, large but
straight hocks, stands straight in front, sound away and coming, when walking should have a little
more concentration, but she steps cleanly behind and the back is firm and the wither is high, when
gaiting shows very powerful expansive thrusting and long striding sidekick.
6:

Klausenburg Espresso
ENG & NZ CH PHILIP AUS DER NEUENHAUFFSTRASSE (IMP GER)

Excellent
KLAUSENBURG CAPPUCCINO

6 years 4 months, large female with stretched proportions, beautiful head and expression, dark mask
and eyes, beautiful strong bones with good feet and pasterns, upper arm is a little short and steep,
very good back and underline, nice hindquarter with good turn of stifle, croup is a little short but of a
good angle, short strong hocks sound away and back, when walking she shows an exemplary over
line, beautiful reach of neck into a high wither, smooth flowing topline into a lovely croup, strongly
stepping in the hindquarter and good steps in the front, when gaiting she shows a powerful long
striding effortless side gait maintaining an excellent over line with maximum thrust and free forward
reach.

7:

Bradwins Venus Moonshine
OB CH & CH BRADWINS SLY HIGHLANDER CDX

Excellent
CH ICCARA PANACHE (IMP AUS)

7 years, female, above medium size, above medium strength, very feminine head and expression
with particularly well set ears, beautiful forehand, very good length and angle of the upper arm, good
feet and pasterns could be tighter, stands straight in front, good hindquarter, croup a little short, large
hocks but they are straight, sound going and coming, female who walks well, kicks a little bit high with
her hocks when walking but has a firm back and high wither, good far reaching effortless gait and
shows a very good over line at all times with lots of power.
8:

Ch Hundmeister All About Me
AUS CH KWINT VOM JUERIKSTALL (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Excellent
STATTLICH HALEYS COMET

5 years 11 months, large, female with very good overall proportions, feminine head and expression
which could be more attentive, very good bones, very good feet, very long and well angled upper arm,
good back, good loin, croup a little short and steep, very good underline, very good hindquarter, large
hocks but strong in strength, straight in front, sound coming and going, when walking should show a
little more energy however firm and dry, could step a little stronger in the hindquarter and wither
should be a little higher, when gaiting again would like to have more power however she has a long
striding gait with effective hind thrust, slightly short stepping in the front with a flat wither.

